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The Origins and Development of the Dutch Revolt 2003-09-02
the dutch revolt against spanish rule in the sixteenth century was a formative event in european history the
origins and development of the dutch revolt brings together in one volume the latest scholarship from leading
experts in the field to illuminate why the dutch revolted the way events unfolded and how they gained
independence in exploring the desire of the dutch to control their own affairs it also questions whether dutch
identity came about by accident the book makes the most recent research available in english for the first time
focusing on the role of the aristocracy religion the towns and provinces the spanish perspective finance and
ideology

The Dutch Revolt 1559 - 1648 2014-05-12
the dutch revolt 1559 1648 begins by illustrating the historical background and causes of the revolt this is
followed by chronological sections devoted to each phase of the revolt and an assesment section that takes a
more thematic approach looking at the military economic political and constitutional issues

The Dutch Revolt 1977
historical and literary works from the spanish golden age offer a wealth of information about the spanish view
of the conflict in the netherlands during the dutch revolt and the ensuing eighty years war 1568 1648 the war
in the cold north was to become a fixed component in the lives of the spaniards of the golden age for many
years this book reconstructs the images that the spanish had of the netherlands and its inhabitants these
images are inextricably intertwined with the picture that the spanish constructed of themselves as participants
in the conflict this book follows the developments of these images from the construction of an image of the
enemy that reached a climax between 1621 and 1648 and then gradually faded away which images and
representations circulated the most and where did they come from which rhetoric was used to present them to
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the public and in which genres and contexts were they disseminated and preserved on the basis of a varied
collection of sources war chronicles and plays as well as pamphlets poems historical works and prose writings
the author illustrates the appearance of the netherlands through spanish eyes during the course of the eighty
years war

The Dutch Revolt Through Spanish Eyes 2008
england s response to the revolt of the netherlands 1568 1648 has been studied hitherto mainly in terms of
government policy yet the dutch struggle with habsburg spain affected a much wider community than just the
english political elite it attracted attention across britain and drew not just statesmen and diplomats but also
soldiers merchants religious refugees journalists travellers and students into the conflict hugh dunthorne
draws on pamphlet literature to reveal how british contemporaries viewed the progress of their near
neighbours rebellion and assesses the lasting impact which the revolt and the rise of the dutch republic had on
britain s domestic history the book explores affinities between the dutch revolt and the british civil wars of the
seventeenth century the first major challenges to royal authority in modern times showing how much britain s
changing commercial religious and political culture owed to the country s involvement with events across the
north sea

Britain and the Dutch Revolt, 1560–1700 2013-08-08
this book describes the crucial period in the monumental eighty year dutch struggle against the spanish
empire through which a small nation gained its independence from one of the mightiest european powers dr
ridley shows how even though the dutch revolt was at its lowest point maurits of nassau and the dutch fought
on and the revolt survived it was a turbulent time with complex diplomacy and shifting alliances assassination
plots france torn by civil war spain spearheading the counter reformation england facing invasion and europe
eventually convulsed with the thirty years war in all these the dutch revolt was a significant factor the book
also explores subsequent insurgencies over the following three centuries where nationalist groups revolted
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against european powers and analyzes and identifies essential factors for a successful insurgency the key roles
of finance and international relations in insurgencies are emphasized this volume will be informative and
compelling reading for readers and students of history international relations and insurgencies

Maurits of Nassau and the Survival of the Dutch Revolt 2019-07-26
this is a major new english language edition of five central texts in the history of the political thought of the
dutch revolt published between 1570 1590 these texts exemplify the development of the political ideas that
motivated and legitimated resistance to philip ii the introduction locates these ideas in their political and
intellectual context and argues that they were inspired by the indigenous legacy of dutch constitutionalism and
civic consciousness

The Dutch Revolt 1993-03-25
this book is a comprehensive study of the history of the political thought of the dutch revolt 1555 90 it explores
the development of the political ideas which motivated and legitimized the dutch resistance against the
government of philip ii in the low countries and which became the ideological foundations of the dutch
republic as it emerged as one of the main powers of europe it shows how notions of liberty constitutionalism
representation and popular sovereignty were of central importance to the political thought and revolutionary
events of the dutch revolt giving rise to a distinct political theory of resistance to fundamental debates on the
best state of the new dutch commonwealth and to passionate disputes on the relationship between church and
state which prompted some of the most eloquent early modern pleas for religious toleration

The Political Thought of the Dutch Revolt 1555-1590 2002-10-03
author johannes müller shows how early modern netherlandish migrants and their descendants
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commemorated war and persecution and cultivated new religious and political identities in the dutch republic
england and germany

Exile Memories and the Dutch Revolt 2016-04-08
includes pictures includes a bibliography for further reading during the 17th century the netherlands despite
having only 1 5 million people in 1600 became a global maritime and trading power by contrast france at the
time had 20 million people spain had 8 million and england had 5 million nevertheless amsterdam became one
of the most important urban centers in the world and the location of the world s first stock market and dutch
merchant ships and pirates plied the atlantic ocean the indian ocean and the pacific ocean the dutch acquired
colonies in the east indies where they seized control of the spice trade from the portuguese and in the west
indies they acquired a number of islands from the spanish several of which are still dutch today they became
the only westerners who were allowed to trade with shogunate japan from a small island next to nagasaki and
they settled the town that ultimately became new york city naturally all of this imperialism generated
enormous amounts of wealth that flowed into the netherlands the netherlands has had a complex and
turbulent history involving the interplay of multiple political entities ethnicities and languages the term
netherlands nederland in dutch pay bas in french refers to the low lying topography of the region and today is
used specifically to describe the country bordering germany and belgium but historically it referred to the
entire region occupied by netherlands belgium and luxembourg in english the term low countries is still used
in this sense located largely on the deltas of the rhine and maas rivers much of it consisted of sand dunes and
peat bogs until centuries ago humans began building dikes pumping out water and laboriously reclaiming the
land much of the land falls below sea level as an old saying goes god created the earth but the dutch created
the netherlands the long struggle with nature is an important part of the dutch identity what made the
netherlands global influence in the 17th century all the more remarkable is that the dutch had only recently
achieved political independence through the process of fighting a long and brutal war of resistance against
rule by the spanish hapsburgs starting in 1568 in 1581 the seven northern provinces holland zeeland utrecht
gelderland overijssel friesland and groningen declared their independence and fighting took place back and
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forth on land and sea for decades with the dutch receiving some much needed assistance from england s
queen elizabeth i thousands of civilians were massacred by the rampaging spanish armies and on the water
dutch sea beggars attacked and harassed the spanish fleet pro spanish privateers operating out of dunkirk did
the same against dutch shipping although there were several issues behind the revolt like heavy taxation the
war was also in large part a religious revolt the dutch in the northern and western provinces had mostly
become protestants followers primarily of the french theologian john calvin and there were some lutherans
and anabaptists present as well calvinism as institutionalized in the dutch reformed church would become the
officially recognized faith of independent netherlands but philip ii the catholic monarch of spain was
determined to restore catholicism through the strict use of the inquisition against heretics and the catholics
were strongest in the 10 southern provinces religious differences between the north and south were
accentuated because of the migration of protestants and catholics across the border during the long war
ensuring that there would continue to be tensions even after the fighting stopped and dutch independence was
secured at the same time the conflict s ideological political and religious issues all ensured that the dutch
revolt would influence future revolutions in the centuries to come

The Dutch Revolt 2021-02-13
de politieke denkbeelden van de rebellen in de opstand voorheen de tachtigjarige oorlog zijn al langer
onderwerp van wetenschappelijk onderzoek dit boek richt zich echter op het grotendeels onbesproken verhaal
van het habsburgse regime en zijn lokale aanhangers hoe dachten zij over het conflict en hoe reageerden zij
op de beschuldigingen van de opstandelingen de auteur heeft een verscheidenheid aan mondelinge
schriftelijke en theatrale media onderzocht om te ontdekken hoe het regime gebruikmaakte van de
verschillende communicatiekanalen daarnaast is de reactie van gewone mensen op het conflict en op de
tegenstrijdige berichtgeving in de publieke sfeer onderzocht
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Britain and the Dutch Revolt, 1560-1700 2013
william the silent and the dutch revolt examines the first stages of the dutch struggle against spanish rule
during the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the book analyses the causes of growing discontent in the
netherlands and the various stages of the revolt focusing on the key tipping points where discontent and
violent upheaval escalated to become a national struggle for independence the book also provides comparative
analyses of insurgencies in the modern era and examines how popular discontent throughout history has often
developed into struggles for full independence the book is a key resource for scholars and students of early
modern european history as well as those interested in the history of revolts

Habsburg Communication in the Dutch Revolt 2012
the dutch revolt has long been hailed as the triumph of political freedom over monarchical tyranny in 1781
john adams observed that the american revolution was its transcript known for its many protagonists king
philip ii the duke of alba the counts of egmont and hornes radical calvinists obstreperous townspeople and
william of orange the dutch revolt brought into relief conflicts among civic freedoms religious dissent
representative institutions and royal authority drawing on a vast array of sources including archival
documents political and religious pamphlets ballads chronicles and letters and a rich store of popular prints
peter arnade gives us a new history of the core years of the revolt between 1566 and 1585 showing how the
act of rebellion forged a political identity through ritual symbol and public action in beggars iconoclasts and
civic patriots arnade focuses on the political culture that took shape during the revolt a culture that itself
fueled decades of turmoil he sees the pulse of the revolt in its public dramatization the acts words and cultural
representations that were its daily bread and popular voice the violent wave of radical iconoclasm that swept
the southern netherlands in 1566 is the book s pivot setting the stage for the duke of alba s brutal effort to
restore the authority of the spanish crown arnade details the sieges and violent sacks of dutch cities by the
army of flanders and the response of dutch rebels who touted defiant cities as the seats and guarantors of
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unassailable rights and freedoms this civic patriotism hailed william of orange as father of the fatherland his
apotheosis hearkening back to late medieval princely ritual even as it invoked new republican imagery

The Making of a Bourgeois State 1993
this collection investigates the culture and history of the low countries in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries from both international and interdisciplinary perspectives the period was one of extraordinary
upheaval and change as the combined impact of renaissance reformation and revolt resulted in the radically
new conditions political economic and intellectual of the dutch republic in its golden age while many aspects of
this rich and nuanced era have been studied before the emphasis of this volume is on a series of interactions
and interrelations between communities and their varying but often cognate languages between different but
overlapping spheres of human activity between culture and history the chapters are written by historians
linguists bibliographers art historians and literary scholars based in the netherlands belgium great britain and
the united states in continually crossing disciplinary linguistic and national boundaries while keeping the
culture and history of the low countries in the renaissance and golden age in focus this book opens up new and
often surprising perspectives on a region all the more intriguing for the very complexity of its entanglements

William the Silent and the Dutch Revolt 2021-07-04
the present study seeks to probe the formative impact of exile on changing catholic identities both in the
northern and in the southern netherlands more specifically it will argue that many displaced catholics became
receptive to militant strands of catholicism during their years in foreign safe havens local media clerical
leadership and forms of sociability facilitated and shaped this process of religious radicalisation among
catholic expatriates when the changing course of the war allowed the exiles to return home these spiritually
reborn men and women promulgated their radical beliefs in areas recovered by the habsburg monarchy
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Beggars, Iconoclasts, and Civic Patriots 2018-09-05
the figure of prince william of orange 1572 84 dominates the political landscape of the sixteenth century
netherlands and in many ways personifies the dutch revolt against spanish hegemony yet despite the european
significance of his struggle there has not been a major english language study of william since c v wedgwood s
biography published in 1944 as such scholars will welcome this publication of koen swart s distinguished and
authoritative biography of the first of the hereditary stadholders of the united provinces originally available
only in dutch this edition provides an english speaking audience for the first time with a detailed account of
william s role in the dutch revolt that reflects the vast amount of scholarship undertaken in the field of
european political and religious history over the last few decades in the book swart explores the means by
which william established his rule in holland and zeeland in the 1570s and provides an analysis of william s
relations with the provincial states the states general and the towns and the creation of a new system of
government and finance within this framework of national history he is always careful to locate the subject in
its broad international context thus adding to our wider understanding of this turbulent period moreover swart
avoids the uncritical glorification of william evident in some previous works and asks searching and pertinent
questions concerning the wisdom of william s decisions such as that to break up the pre 1572 unity of the
habsburg netherlands in so doing swart provides a much more balanced view than has hitherto been available
that not only takes protestant views into account but also contemplates the revolt form the perspective of the
catholic population and shows sympathy for charles v s and philip ii s predicament in so doing this book
provides the most important revision of william for a century and will undoubtedly have repercussions upon
many studying the history of europe in the age of reformations published posthumously this book also includes
introductory material written by leading scholars h f k van nierop m e h n mout j israel and a c duke

From Revolt to Riches 2017-03-28
this comprehensive study explains why lille was renowned for adhering to the existing order
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The Dutch Revolt and Catholic Exile in Reformation Europe
2014-09-08
this book explores the reception of foreign news during the dutch revolt and the french wars of religion
shedding new light on the connections between these conflicts and demonstrating the emergence of critical
news audiences

William of Orange and the Revolt of the Netherlands, 1572-84
2017-05-15
reveals the lasting impact of the dutch revolt on britain s commercial religious and political culture

Lille and the Dutch Revolt 2002-05-09
in 1572 towns in the province of holland led by william of orange rebelled against the government of the
habsburg netherlands the story of the dutch revolt is usually told in terms of fractious provinces that
frustrated orange s efforts to formulate a coherent programme in this book james d tracy argues that there
was a coherent strategy for the war but that it was set by the towns of holland although the states of holland
were in theory subject to the states general holland provided over 60 per cent of the taxes and an even larger
share of war loans accordingly funds were directed to securing holland s borders and subsequently to
extending this protected frontier to neighbouring provinces shielded from the war by its cordon sanitaire
holland experienced an extraordinary economic boom allowing taxes and loans to keep flowing the goal in
sight if not achieved by 1588 was a united provinces of the north free and separate from provinces in the
southern netherlands that remained under spanish rule with europe increasingly under the sway of strong
hereditary princes the new dutch republic was a beacon of promise for those who still believed that citizens
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ought to rule themselves

Rumours of Revolt 2021-03-15
in the dutch wars of independence marjolein t hart assesses the success of the dutch in establishing their
independence through their eighty years struggle with spain one of the most remarkable achievements of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries other rebellions troubled mighty powers of this epoch but none resulted
in the establishment of an independent republican state this book tells the story of the eighty years war and its
aftermath including the three anglo dutch wars and the guerre de hollande 1570 1680 explores the
interrelation between war economy and society explaining how the dutch could turn their wars into
commercial successes illustrates how war could trigger and sustain innovations in the field of economy and
state formation the new ways of organization of dutch military institutions favoured a high degree of
commercialized warfare shows how other state rulers tried to copy the dutch way of commercialized warfare
in particular in taking up the protection for capital accumulation as such the book unravels one of the
unknown pillars of european state formation and of capitalism the volume investigates thoroughly the
economic profitability of warfare in the early modern period and shows how smaller commercialized states
could sustain prolonged war violence common to that period it moves beyond traditional explanations of dutch
success in warfare focusing on geography religion diplomacy while presenting an up to date overview and
interpretation of the dutch revolt the anglo dutch wars and the guerre de hollande

Britain and the Dutch Revolt, 1560-1700 2013
this book reveals the fundamental role rape played in promoting dutch solidarity from 1609 1725 through the
identification of particular enemies it directed attention away from competing regional religious and political
loyalties patriotic protestant authors highlighted atrocities committed by the spanish and lower class criminals
they conversely cast dutch men as protectors of their wives and daughters an appealing characterization that
allowed the dutch to take pride in a sense of moral superiority and justify the dutch revolt after the conclusion
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of peace with spain in 1648 marginalized authors including catholic priests and literary women employed
depictions of rape to subtly advance their own agendas without undermining political stability rape was thus
essential in the development and preservation of a common identity that paved the way for the dutch defeat of
the mighty spanish empire and their rise to economic pre eminence in europe

The Founding of the Dutch Republic 2008-01-24
frederik hendrik and the triumph of the dutch revolt describes a crucial period in european history during the
early seventeenth century the dutch led by frederik hendrik were engaged in a struggle for independence from
the mighty spanish empire but spain was allied with its fellow hapsburg power the holy roman empire and
europe was convulsed with the thirty years war it was a turbulent time with complex diplomacy shifting
alliances monumental battles and more european powers entering the war yet thanks to frederik hendrik s
adroit diplomacy and military skill combined with the tenacity of the dutch people the dutch republic emerged
from the conflicts and gained full independence eventually becoming a significant european power after
tracing these developments the book continues by examining and comparing later nationalist insurgencies in
the late twentieth and twenty first centuries it analyses and identifies the factors making for successful
insurgencies the key factors of finances and international relations are emphasised this volume is informative
and compelling reading for both practitioners and students studying history international relations terrorism
and insurgency

The Dutch Wars of Independence 2014-02-24
the rebels of the dutch revolt their political thoughts and the media they used to express them have long been
a focus of historical attention this book however focuses on the largely untold story of what the other side the
habsburg regime and its local supporters thought about the conflict and how they responded to rebel
accusations to this end a variety of oral written and theatrical media have been examined to discover how the
regime made use of the different communication channels available in addition available sources have been
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used to document ordinary people s response to the conflict and the various messages they encountered in the
public sphere the result is a study that sheds new and sometimes surprising light on the habsburg regime s
approach to communication and opinion forming while also providing a useful corrective to our understanding
of rebel propaganda

Rape in the Republic, 1609-1725: Formulating Dutch Identity
2013-08-15
reprint of the original first published in 1860

Frederik Hendrik and the Triumph of the Dutch Revolt 2020-08-03
this is a study of the role of the german town of emden in the european reformation of the 16th century
examining the significant part it played for dutch protestants as a training centre and a major source of
propaganda it also provides a reconstruction of the output of emden s printing presses

Habsburg Communication in the Dutch Revolt 2012
in 1568 the seventeen provinces in the netherlands rebelled against the absolutist rule of the king of spain a
confederation of duchies counties and lordships the provinces demanded the right of self determination the
freedom of conscience and religion and the right to be represented in government their long struggle for
liberty and the subsequent rise of the dutch republic was a decisive episode in world history and an important
step on the path to the universal declaration of human rights and yet it is a period in history we rarely discuss
in his compelling retelling of the conflict anton van der lem explores the main issues at stake on both sides of
the struggle and why it took eighty years to achieve peace he recounts in vivid detail the roles of the key
protagonists the decisive battles and the war s major turning points from the spanish governor s council of
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blood to the twelve years truce while all the time unraveling the shifting political religious and military
alliances that would entangle the foreign powers of france italy and england featuring striking rarely seen
illustrations this is a timely and balanced account of one of the most historically important conflicts of the
early modern period

History of the Revolt of the Netherlands 1895
summarises all anti inquisition propaganda of the previous forty years into a political document that validated
the dutch revolt

History of the Revolt of the Netherlands 2022-07-27
this volume explores the relationship between politics and pamphleteering in the dutch republic by analyzing
the political role of pamphlets and their interplay with other media in public debates the articles provide a new
understanding of dutch political culture

Emden and the Dutch Revolt 1992
this book describes the crucial period in the monumental eighty year dutch struggle against the spanish
empire through which a small nation gained its independence from one of the mightiest european powers dr
ridley shows how even though the dutch revolt was at its lowest point maurits of nassau and the dutch fought
on and the revolt survived it was a turbulent time with complex diplomacy and shifting alliances assassination
plots france torn by civil war spain spearheading the counter reformation england facing invasion and europe
eventually convulsed with the thirty years war in all these the dutch revolt was a significant factor the book
also explores subsequent insurgencies over the following three centuries where nationalist groups revolted
against european powers and analyzes and identifies essential factors for a successful insurgency the key roles
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of finance and international relations in insurgencies are emphasized this volume will be informative and
compelling reading for readers and students of history international relations and insurgencies

Revolt in the Netherlands 2019-03-15
presents an overview of early modern dutch history in global context focusing on themes that resonate with
current concerns

The Apologie of Prince William of Orange Against the
Proclamation of the King of Spaine 1969
in war capital and the dutch state 1588 1795 pepijn brandon provides a sweeping new interpretation of the
rise and fall of the dutch republic focusing on the interaction between state and capital in the organisation of
warfare

Beggars, Iconoclasts, and Civic Patriots 2008-01-01
the rise of the dutch republic complete 1566 74 by john lothrop motley john lothrop motley was an american
author and diplomat as a popular historian he is best known for his works on the netherlands using his career
abroad he was able to pen this history which narrates how this small european country grew to become a
powerful force in trade as his most important work it s still used to this day as a comprehensive text for dutch
history
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Pamphlets and Politics in the Dutch Republic 2010-12-17
frederik hendrik and the triumph of the dutch revolt describes a crucial period in european history during the
early seventeenth century the dutch led by frederik hendrik were engaged in a struggle for independence from
the mighty spanish empire but spain was allied with its fellow hapsburg power the holy roman empire and
europe was convulsed with the thirty years war it was a turbulent time with complex diplomacy shifting
alliances monumental battles and more european powers entering the war yet thanks to frederik henrik s
adroit diplomacy and military skill combined with the tenacity of the dutch people the dutch republic emerged
from the conflicts and gained full independence eventually becoming a significant european power after
tracing these developments the book continues by examining and comparing later nationalist insurgencies in
the late twentieth and twenty first centuries it analyses and identifies the factors making for successful
insurgencies the key factors of finances and international relations are emphasised this volume is informative
and compelling reading for both practitioners and students studying history international relations terrorism
and insurgency

Maurits of Nassau and the Survival of the Dutch Revolt 2019-07
judith pollmann uses the diaries and memoirs of sixteenth century catholics to explore how they understood
and experienced the religious civil war that ripped the sixteenth century netherlands apart

The Dutch in the Early Modern World 2019-06-06
this is the first full scale analysis of the social and political transformation of the nobility of holland during the
revolt against spain in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in the age of rembrandt nobles seemed to have
been obliterated by the rising bourgeois merchants however in this study of the impact of the dutch revolt the
author finds that dutch nobles were extremely successful in maintaining their positions within the supposedly
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bourgeois republic forming the elite in administrative political and economic systems this is a revised edition
of van nierop s widely acclaimed dutch publication

War, Capital, and the Dutch State (1588-1795) 2015-08-17

The Rise of the Dutch Republic — Complete (1566-74) 2019-12-06

Frederik Hendrik and the Triumph of the Dutch Revolt 2020

Catholic Identity and the Revolt of the Netherlands, 1520-1635
2021-08-27

The Nobility of Holland 1993-03-25
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